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Abstract—With the increase in internet access and
the ease of writing comments in the Nepali language,
fine-grained sentiment analysis of social media comments is becoming more and more pertinent. There are
a number of benchmarked datasets for high-resource
languages (English, French, and German) in specific
domains like restaurants, hotels or electronic goods but
not in low-resource languages like Nepali. In this paper,
we present our work to create a dataset for the targeted
aspect-based sentiment analysis in the social media
domain, set up a dataset benchmark and evaluate
using various machine learning models. The dataset
comprises of code-mixed and code-switched comments
extracted from Nepali YouTube videos. We present
convincing baselines using a multilingual BERT model
for the Aspect Term Extraction task and BiLSTM
model for the Sentiment Classification Task achieving
57.978% and 81.60% F1 score respectively.
Index Terms—aspect based, abusive sentiment analysis, Nepali, natural language processing, YouTube,
social media

I. Introduction
Sentiment Analysis is one of the hot topics in Natural
Language Processing field. It is one of the important
tool responsible for directly or indirectly impacting lives
of people in the online community and can impact the
growth/sales of various products and businesses. Early
researchers [1], [2] classify the sentiment in a sentence
level, be it a comment or a text-piece. However, there
is a growing trend of research in Aspect Based Sentiment
Analysis (ABSA) for product reviews [3]–[5] to identify the
positive and negative sentiment of various aspects in the
given text related to the restaurant and electronics product domain. Targeted Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis
(TABSA) [6], [7] is a variation of ABSA where the task is
to identify the sentiment of various aspects based on its
target in a given unit of text. Similarly, there are a notable

research in low-resource languages [8]–[10] to identify the
aspects and its associated polarity in the texts.
Nepali language is written in Devanagari script, so it is
similar in some way to Hindi (also written in Devanagari
script) language in aspects like the vocabulary, the grammar, or in spoken form. However, Hindi language differ
with Nepali in terms of the morphology, language-specific
grammar rules, vocabulary and semantics. Therefore, in
this project, we propose our sentiment analysis model
trained specifically for the Nepali language.
In this paper, we discuss the targeted aspect based
sentiment analysis dataset based on social media texts in
the Nepali language. We also discuss about the data collection pipeline, annotation schema and machine learning
techniques to identify the aspect terms, targeted terms
and the polarity based on the aspect category. Unlike
previous works in this field, our dataset contains the
comments extracted from popular Nepali YouTube videos
under the News & Politics category. We annotated target
terms as Named Entities (PER, ORG, LOC and MISC)
as users are most likely to comment on political figures or
organizations in videos under News & Politics category.
Our goal of this project is to setup a TABSA dataset
benchmark and analyze various machine learning techniques to identify the aspect terms/category, its sentiment
polarity along with the target term/category for the Nepali
language texts in the social media domain.
Our contributions in this paper are as follows:
• We contribute to the development of annotated data
resources in the Nepali language by publicly releasing
the dataset developed as part of this project.
• We propose a dataset benchmark to identify abusive
sentiment terms and classify polarity in the social
media domain.
• We provide the dataset baselines based on multilingual BERT and BiLSTM models and also analyze the
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results.

is positive or negative. On the phrase-level annotation,
they annotate opinion expression terms, opinion targets
and opinion holders but not much description is provided.

II. Related Work
Sentiment analysis has become an integral part of our
digital lives with its applications touching almost all NLP
domains from social media to finance and markets. In
the earlier research, sentiment analysis was mainly focused
on identifying the polarity of the whole text blob and
fine-grained subjectivity was not given much attention.
As a result, the deep semantic knowledge within a text
remained largely unanalyzed.
To address such issues, there is a growing interest in
aspect-based sentiment analysis to identify the polarity
specific phrases within texts based on the predefined aspect categories. [11], [12] introduced a technique to capture
the contextual polarity of specific phrases or expressions
along with its sources and target spans. Furthermore,
[13] successfully demonstrated a two-stage technique to
annotate target terms and its corresponding sentiment
polarity in subjective opinions in Arabic although it is
morphologically challenging. [3]–[5] provided an eminent
framework to annotate aspect term, aspect category, opinion target expression and sentiment polarity in a given
text. The texts consists of customer reviews from laptops
and hotels domain. The task amassed various techniques
from many participants to extract rich representations for
fine-grained sentiment analysis.
To analyze the sentiment of the text based on the
targets as well, a new scheme called targeted aspect-based
sentiment analysis was introduced. [14]–[17] demonstrated
the importance of target entities for a sentiment classification task. Similarly, [7] created a targeted aspect-based
sentiment dataset, based on the reviews of neighborhood,
to predict the aspect and corresponding sentiment polarity
for each location entity in a given sentence.
Similarly, [8]–[10] created an aspect-based sentiment
analysis dataset in Hindi, Bangla, and Indonesian languages respectively in various domains like electronic products, sports, and restaurant.
However, there is no such work explored on the aspectbased sentiment analysis in the Nepali language. [18]
developed a Nepali Sentiment Corpus which is a collection
of sentences from the News domain with binary-level
annotation whether it is subjective or objective. They
also developed Nepali SentiWordNet called Bhavanakos,
which is a translated version of English SentiWordNet.
They identify a sentence as being subjective or not based
on the sentiment words in the text using the Nepali SentiWordNet. Since we cannot perfectly estimate whether
a sentence is subjective or objective merely based on
words, we need a deeper analysis on phrase-level, because
the same word might carry different sentiment based on
different contexts.
[19] created a Nepali sentiment corpus from social
media reviews on books and movies. They performed
experiments on a document-level to classify whether it

III. NepSA Dataset
Nepali Sentiment Analysis Dataset1 (NepSA) is a
named targeted aspect-based sentiment analysis dataset.
We collected the comments from the most popular Nepali
YouTube channels having the highest subscribers under
the News & Politics category. The dataset consists of 3068
comments extracted from 37 different YouTube videos of
9 different YouTube channels. We used binary sentiment
polarity schema and divided the comments into 6 aspect
categories General, Profanity, Violence, Feedback, Sarcasm
and Out-of-scope to annotate the data. All the targeted
annotations are created considering the target entity towards which the sentiment is expressed and not on the
general understanding of the sentence. The target entities
are divided mainly into Person, Organization, Location
and Miscellaneous.
A. Dataset Preparation & Preprocessing
Initially, we went through some of the Nepali YouTube
videos and its comments manually. We found out many
cases where abusive terms along with decent terms were
among the top comments on YouTube. Therefore, we
decided to create an ABSA dataset for social media in the
Nepali language to analyze the comments on the granular
level.
We first listed out ten popular Nepali ”News & Politics”
YouTube channels with the highest number of subscribers.
Then we filtered out the top 10 videos which were released in the year 2019 from each channel. The selection
was based on the number of views on the videos as of
September 2019. We collected up to top 100 comments
from each of those videos based on the number of Likes
on the comments along with the following constraints:
• The comment should have at least one Devanagari
character.
• The comment should have at least 5 words and at
max 50 words.
• The comments might contain native (Nepali), codemixed (Romanized) and code-switched (English +
Nepali) terms in a single sentence.
• Emojis were removed because BRAT [20] could not
handle it effectively during annotation.
After collecting all the comments from YouTube, we
lemmatize using [21] which follows a rule-based approach.
Since this lemmatizer was developed very early, it was not
able to lemmatize every word perfectly. Due to language
evolution and gradual change in political scenario, people
in Nepal have been coining various terms like झोले , मण्डले .
This lemmatizer over-lemmatizes in such cases, separating
1 The code and dataset is available at
https://github.com/oya163/nepali-sentiment-analysis
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झो and ले . Therefore, during our annotation process,
we join together such words manually. No any special
processing is done for code-mixed or code-switched terms.
However, all repetitive punctuations were reduced to unit
count.

Figure 1. Annotation sample under fine-grained schema

B. Aspect Categories
We annotate any terms in a comment which lies under
General, Profanity, Violence, Feedback, Sarcasm and Outof-scope categories based on the context of the video.
We assume our aspect term to be a noun phrase. The
definition of each aspect category is explained clearly
in the annotation guidelines2 for the annotators. The
examples provided might contain spellings mistakes as
they are directly taken from social media comments. The
distribution of these aspect terms are presented in table
III.
C. Target Categories
We assume that an abusive comment in social media is
either targeted or untargeted. We tagged target entities
as Person, Organization, Location and Miscellaneous. In
this dataset, target entities are annotated similar to Nepali
NER dataset [22] and based on the annotation guidelines
provided in CoNLL 2003 [23]. The statistic for the target
categories is presented in table II
D. Annotation Procedure
We used the BRAT [20] annotation tool to annotate
the dataset. Annotators first began by reading the annotation guidelines and examples. Each annotator was then
required to annotate a small subset of the data. After
completion, an inter-annotator agreement was calculated
and disagreements were discussed. This procedure was
repeated with gradual changes in the guidelines until a
reasonable agreement was reached.
After a reasonable agreement was reached, each annotator started to annotate the remaining dataset equally.
The comments were annotated at a sentence level. To find
the underlying entity-aspect relationship, the annotators
were asked to determine the aspect terms and entity terms
if present and identify the relationship between them.
Phrase-level annotation was performed only for General,
Profanity, Violence and Feedback categories. Each aspect
term was also given a polarity value to determine if it is
positive/neutral or negative. Therefore, the dataset can
be divided into two schemas, fine-grain and coarse-grain,
its example is presented in figures 1 and 2. As seen on
the figure 2, only the end of the sentence is tagged with
aspect category which is equivalent to tagging the whole
sentence.
Translation: I loved the talk by the one wearing Red Coat
but I think another stupid guy is a traitor.
2 https://github.com/oya163/nepali-sentiment-analysis
/tree/master/guidelines

Figure 2. Annotation sample under coarse-grained schema

E. Inter-annotator agreement
15% of the total dataset was annotated by two annotators whose native language is Nepali and the remaining
were annotated individually on 50/50 proportion. We used
the F1 score to measure the pairwise agreement between
the two annotators for this task. The overall pair-wise
inter-annotator agreement was found to be 0.703 when
considering all aspect categories and target entities for
instance based matching3 . The agreements on different
aspect categories varied, with some having higher agreement score, which is presented in table I. The F1 on
Organization is 0 because there was no instance of it in
the pair-wise annotated set. In the table I instance-level
column represent exact word matching while token-level
column represent subset word matching. The total mean
F1 for Polarity identification is 0.602, calculated based on
its associated aspect category. The total mean F1 score
for relationship classification is 0.605, calculated based
on whether aspect category is targeted or untargeted, if
targeted we take its target entity into account as well.
IV. Corpus Analysis
From this dataset, we see that there is a diversity in
terms of the use of language in social media platforms.
We see that there is a growing use of code-mixed, codeswitched and transliterated comments in the Nepali language based on their convenience. In our dataset, the ratio
3 https://github.com/kldtz/bratiaa

Token
Polarity
Relation
0.486
0.308
0.442
0.609
0.462
0.432
0
0.732
0.993
0.635
0.636
0.211
0.689
0.6
0.652
0.486
0.725
0.602
0.605
Table I
Pair-wise F1 measurement for aspect term extraction based
on instance & token matching; sentiment polarity
identification and relationship identification
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Labels
Feedback
General
Location
Misc
Org
Outofscope
Person
Profanity
Sarcasm
Violence
Targeted
Untargeted
Total

Instance
0.154
0.33
0.444
0.4
0
0.732
0.987
0.705
0.4
0.55
0.71

of English words to Nepali words = 0.0185. We also see the
maximum usage of new words such as: झोले (sycophant),
मण्डले (bootlicker). These words do not exist in the Nepali
dictionary but have evolved with time and change in the
political scenario. The sentences are unstructured and
there are a lot of spelling mistakes which, at times, makes
it diﬀicult to interpret.
The dataset statistics show that General negative sentiment is more dominant among all the aspect categories.
Similarly, mild Profane and positive Feedback terms are
also widely used. It is interesting to see that the least
number of comments were related to Violent sentiment.
The length of the aspect terms on average is 2 words with
most of the aspect words tagged are less than 5 words.
41% of the aspect terms are unigram whereas 36% and
15% are bigrams and trigrams respectively. Most of the
unigrams are in General and Profanity categories whereas
bigrams and trigrams are more in Violence and Feedback
categories. Some of the most frequent words in comments
are as follows :
•
•
•
•

General : सलाम , झोले , चोर, दलाल, भ्रष्ट
Translation: salute, sycophant, thief, broker, corrupt
Profanity : चोर, साला, खाते , कुकुर
Translation: thief, moron, homeless, dog,
Violence : हत्यारा, यातना, गोिल हानी, मानर्े , कुटिपट
Translation: killer, torture, shoot, kill, beat,
Feedback : गनुर् पछर् , बनाउनु पछर् , जे ल हाल्नु पछर् , बोल्न दे उ, हुन दे उ
Translation: should do, should make, should be jailed,
let him/her speak, let it be done.

Similarly, in terms of target, most of the comments
are directed towards an individual rather than a group
or organization. These individuals are mostly political
figures, journalists and panelists shown in the video. In
most of the cases, the sentiment expressed towards these
individuals was negative with mild profane terms whereas
some TV journalists (Ravi Lamichhane, Sushil Pandey)
and figures (Rabindra Mishra, Kulman Ghising) had positive comments. Overall, a large number of comments expressed negative sentiment towards political leaders. The
dataset consists of 2136 single-targeted, 705 multi-targeted
and 2491 untargeted instances of aspect terms. Singletargeted means each aspect term is associated with only
one target entity, multi-targeted means each aspect term
is associated with multiple target entity and untargeted
means an aspect term does not have any association to
the target entity.
V. Dataset Statistics
NepSA dataset is categorized into two major schema,
fine-grained and coarse-grained schema. Under the finegrained schema, as shown in figure 1, we tag specific
words/phrases which expresses sentiment falling under a
category defined in subsection III-B. There are many cases
where multiple aspects are present in a sentence targeted
to multiple target entities.

Target entities
Count
Person
2327
Location
432
Organization
300
Miscellaneous
1235
Table II
Target entities statistics under fine-grained schema

Polarity
0
1
Total

General
1203
1971
3174

Profanity Violence
Feedback
344
122
447
120
190
84
464
312
531
Table III
Aspect terms statistics under fine-grained schema

Under fine-grained schema, we tag only four major categories General, Profanity, Violence and Feedback whereas
under coarse-grained Sarcasm and Out-of-scope is also
tagged. Fine-grained data schema is used for sequence
labelling task to extract aspect terms and target terms
whereas coarse-grained data is used for classification task
to classify sentiment polarity and relationship between
target and aspect term.
Table III shows there are more negative General terms.
We can infer that people are expressing criticism with
General negative terms in News & Politics videos showing
that they are unsatisfied mostly with political leaders.
Moreover, the dataset has more mild Profane terms, more
extremely Violent terms and more positive Feedback terms.
Table IV presents the total count of positive and negative sentences categorized under various aspects. Although, 5135 total sentences were tagged, we only used
General, Profanity, Violence and Feedback category for our
experiments bringing down the total count of sentences to
4035.
Aspects
General
Profanity
Violence
Feedback
Sarcasm
Out-of-scope
Total

0
1
Total
1052
1783 2835
302
105
407
114
171
285
426
82
508
166
934
1894
2141 5135
Table IV
Total count of sentences under coarse-grained schema

VI. Experiments
We start our experiment by training BiLSTM+CRF
[24], [25] for aspect term extraction task and BiLSTM [26]
& CNN for sentiment polarity classification task. We split
the total dataset into 80%, 10%, 10% for train, test and
dev set and perform 5-fold cross-validation for both of the
tasks. For the sentiment classification task, the dataset
is split grouped by aspect. The training is stopped if the
validation loss does not decrease after 5 epochs. We train a
300-dimension skip-gram fasttext word embeddings using
gensim [27]. We train two different types of embeddings,
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Monolingual and Multilingual. Monolingual embedding is
trained on Nepali texts collected only from Nepali National
Corpus (NNC) [28]. Multilingual embedding is trained
on text collected from NNC + Nepali OSCAR [29] +
English texts extracted4 from latest 169899 articles from
Wikipedia dump5 . This is particularly helpful since our
dataset contains code-switched comments.
Embeds
Dataset
Overall
Target
Aspect

Multilingual
Monolingual
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
0.607
0.539 0.571
0.640
0.509
0.567
0.790
0.800 0.794
0.848
0.747
0.794
0.450
0.394 0.419
0.473
0.358
0.407
Table V
Precision, Recall and F1 score for aspect term extraction
task based on Monolingual and Multilingual embeddings
using BiLSTM+CRF model. This table shows the
significance of using Multilingual embedding for social
media data.

We use pre-trained multilingual BERT [30] to fine-tune
on our dataset running the experiment for 4 epochs. We
use huggingface [31] framework for both of the tasks. This
BERT architecture has 12 attention heads, 12 hidden
layers, and 768 hidden size. We use Adam algorithm with
weight decay fix for optimization with learning rate at 5e-5
and epsilon at 1e-8.
Model
BiLSTM+CRF
BERT

P
R
F1
60.70
53.95
57.07
58.14
57.88
57.98
Table VI
Model wise comparison for Aspect Term Extraction task

A. Aspect Term Extraction
This task resembles the sequence labelling task where
we tag each token of a given sentence with predefined
aspect category or named entities. We experiment with
four major categories General, Profanity, Violence and
Feedback under Aspect Category and Person, Organization, Location and Miscellaneous under Target Entities.
Table V represents the scores from aspect term experiment
using BiLSTM+CRF model with various approaches in
dataset, Overall represents the dataset consisting of both
Aspect Category and Target Entity terms, Target represents dataset containing only target entities without the
labels from Aspect Category and Aspect represents dataset
containing only aspect categories without the labels from
Target Entities.
We experiment with this task using BiLSTM+CRF
model implemented using PyTorch [32] with the help of
torchnlp6 . We use a batch size of 8 with the embedding
size of word and character of 300 and 30 respectively along
with the CRF for joint decoding [24], [25]. We use LSTM
of hidden size 100 which is randomly initialized and a
4 https://github.com/attardi/wikiextractor
5 https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20200301/
6 https://github.com/kolloldas/torchnlp/

dropout rate of 0.5 is used on initial word embeddings
only. Unidirectional LSTM is used for character embeddings. We use Adam optimizer to learn the parameters
with 0.05 initial learning rate.
For this task, the BERT model performed just slightly
better compared to BiLSTM+CRF, however, we believe
training BERT from scratch based on English and Nepali
corpus will help to perform much better rather than on
pre-trained multilingual BERT.
B. Sentiment Polarity Classification
We train basic SVM, CNN, BiLSTM and BERT models
to classify sentiment polarity [0, 1] of each aspect categories in every sentence. The dataset statistics used for
this task is shown in table IV. Since one sentence can have
multiple aspect categories, this dataset can have the same
sentence but with different aspect terms and categories
with its corresponding sentiment polarity. Table VIII
shows the experiment between the Concatenated vs Not
concatenated embeddings. Concatenated embeddings is
the concatenation of feature vector of words from sentence
and aspect terms, while Not concatenated represents only
the embeddings of sentence to identify the sentiment
polarity. However, aspect category as a word is always
concatenated with the word embeddings from sentence
since the sentiment polarity is associated with aspect
category.
We use a batch size of 8 and Adam optimizer to learn the
parameters with 0.05 initial learning rate for both CNN
and BiLSTM. For CNN training, we use 100 filters of sizes
3, 4 and 5. For BiLSTM training, we use LSTM of hidden
size 256 and a dropout rate of 0.5 on both LSTM cells and
the hidden state representation.
Similarly, we fine-tune multilingual BERT for sentiment
classification task. A slight difference in this task is that
we use the LSTM layer on top of regular BERT embedding. And, for SVM training, we train linear kernel with
CountVectorizer to vectorize the text. N-grams consists
of combination of unigram and bigram word vectors as
a feature. SVM performed relatively good score with ngrams as a feature.
Overall, the models trained on concatenated embeddings performed better compared to the non-concatenated
version in terms of accuracy and F1 score. This might be
due to the extra information received from aspect terms in
the concatenated version. We can imply that concatenating embeddings is beneficial in achieving a better score.
However, for this task, the BiLSTM model performed
better compared to the multilingual BERT model.
VII. Discussion
All of the scores presented are an average score from
5-fold cross-validation experiments. From table V, we
observe low F1 score on aspect term extraction compared
to target entity recognition because aspect terms are
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Tasks
Aspects
Feedback
General
Location
Miscellaneous
Organization
Person
Profanity
Violence
Total

Aspect Term Extraction
Sentiment Classification
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
Acc
32.44
34.46
33.19
75.30
82.40
76.70
82.40
41.74
42.17
41.86
84.80
84.90
84.70
84.90
82.78
77.78
79.37
63.97
51.87
56.87
66.63
69.58
66.78
85.93
90.24
88.00
56.45
48.86
52.11
73.00
74.60
73.50
74.60
33.58
39.59
36.20
57.70
58.50
56.50
58.50
58.14
57.88
57.98
80.50
81.60
80.60 81.60
Table VII
Aspect-wise F1 score for aspect term extraction and weighted F1 score for sentiment classification task
Features
Model
BERT
BiLSTM
CNN
SVM

Not concatenated
Concatenated
Acc
P
R
F1
Acc
P
R
F1
0.789 0.782
0.779
0.782
0.800
0.804
0.800
0.799
0.805 0.806
0.805
0.805
0.815
0.816
0.816
0.816
0.787 0.788
0.788
0.787
0.811
0.812
0.811
0.811
0.684 0.691
0.684
0.678
0.714
0.716
0.714
0.712
Table VIII
Accuracy and weighted F1 score in sentiment polarity classification of a given text when concatenated (text + aspect
category + aspect term) vs not concatenated (text + aspect category)

Sentence
डा. सुरेन्द्र के.िस र रमे श खरे ल सर हरूलाई पिन राख्नु पयार्े
You should bring Dr. Surendra KC and Ramesh Kharel
रिब लािमछाने ने पािल जन्ता को िहरो हुन
Rabi Lamichhane is a Hero for Nepali people
भस्टर् जित जे लमै ठोक्नु पछर् ग्यने न्द्र शािहको समथर् छ
Corrupt people should be punished in jail, we support Gyanendra Shahi

Aspect
Term
राख्नु पयार्े
should bring
िहरो हुन
Hero
ठोक्नु पछर्
should be
punished

Aspect
Category

Sentiment
Polarity

FEEDBACK

0

GENERAL

0

VIOLENCE

1

Table IX
Few examples of end-to-end inference using our best model from Sequence labelling and Classification task. Aspect Term
and Aspect Category are identified by Aspect Term Extraction model, which is then combined and fed into Sentiment
Classification model.

highly subjective and annotators had diﬀiculty agreeing
on the boundary of a noun phrase.
Additionally, from table VII, we can imply that since
General and Feedback category is very ambiguous especially in their positive cases, they both have relatively
lower score. Among the aspect term category, Profanity
has a comparatively higher score because the majority of
the profane terms are unigrams and less confusing but
Violence has the lowest score because of thin line in noun
phrase boundary during annotation.
Similarly, we see a low score on Miscellaneous category
which is ambiguous in nature as we did not fix the type
of common noun that fits under this category. Example:
ने ता, पत्रकार, राजा Translation: Politician, Journalist, King
. Additionally, we tagged only such Miscellaneous target
terms that have a direct relationship with aspect terms,
which means all Miscellaneous should be targeted entities.
We can see a relatively higher score for Location and
Person as they are relatively less ambiguous for annotators
and contains many overlapping samples.
Moreover, as the sentiment polarity is not associated
with any target entity terms, we have not shown its score
in table VII. The sentiment score shown in table VII is

the weighted average F1 score of 0 and 1 of each aspect
categories. We see higher sentiment score for General
because of the higher number of unigrams and bigrams
creating a strong feature vector when concatenated.
We found that a more number of false positives or
negatives are in General category. Overall, this is especially caused by the high volume of unknown words.
The unknown words are mainly due to grammatical errors,
spelling errors, transliterated words, syntactical error and
neologisms in social media data.
VIII. Conclusion
This paper mainly focuses on the creation of a new Targeted Aspect Based Abusive Sentiment Analysis dataset
from social media data in the Nepali language. This
is the first TABSA dataset in the Nepali language to
be released publicly. We found the agreement score to
be high for target entity identification task but less for
aspect term identification task because of it being highly
subjective. However, it can be dealt with strict guidelines
with the help of Nepali linguists. We found that there
were lots of grammatical and syntactical errors in social
media data which is another reason for low score because
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the word embeddings were trained on Wikipedia data
and National Corpus (books, magazines and online news
portal), where such errors are negligible. Despite the annotation challenges, we provide promising baselines using
BERT (multilingual) for the Aspect Term Extraction task
and BiLSTM for Sentiment Classification Task achieving
57.978% and 81.60% F1 score respectively. We plan to use
POS tags and LASER embeddings7 as a future work. We
plan to extend this annotation schema to other languages
in South Asia.
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